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Braving dangerous 
waters, Iranians seek 
better life in Britain

The traffickers told Fardin Gholami that a fishing
boat would take him from France to England at
midnight, but when he and five other Iranian

asylum seekers got to the beach, all they found was an
inflatable dinghy with nobody to sail it. Gholami had
paid 16,000 euros to human traffickers to take him
from Kamyaran, in western Iran, to Britain. But on the
seashore near Calais he realised he and his compatri-
ots would now have to fend for themselves.

“They showed us a red light on the horizon and said
we should sail towards that,” said Gholami, 31, one of
hundreds of Iranians who have risked their lives to
cross the English Channel. The Channel is one of the
world’s busiest shipping lanes, and the migrants’ inflat-
able boats are not equipped to cross it, especially in
treacherous winter weather. “Sometimes there were
big ships. It was scary. We knew if we crashed into
them, that would be the end of us,” he said.

Mohammad Salehi Bakhtiari, 47, crossed the
Channel in October. “The waves were coming from
all directions. It was a nightmare. We saw death
many times in the four hours it took to cross. Those
four hours felt like four months,” he told Reuters.
More than 500 migrants - mostly Iranians, some of
them children - attempted to travel to Britain in rub-
ber dinghies in 2018, four out of five of them in the
last three months of the year. Some were turned
back to France.

British Home Secretary Sajid Javid cut short a fami-
ly holiday to address the issue. Britain has doubled the
number of patrol boats in the Channel to four, along
with a naval ship. One month after he was arrested
near the port of Dover, Gholami lives in a hostel in
Liverpool, temporary accommodation provided by the
government while his asylum claim is being processed.
His roommate, Babak Hajipour, 40, also crossed the
Channel in December. “We thought that if we did not
succeed we would die and it would be over once and
for all,” he said.

British media described the Iranian exodus as a
final effort to reach Britain before it leaves the
European Union. But all the asylum seekers that
Reuters spoke to said Brexit was not a factor for them.
One had not even heard of it. Gholami, a teacher, left
Iran after his environmental activist friends were
arrested and he feared he would be too. Bakhtiari, an
electricity project manager, spent two years in prison
for distributing information about labour rights in fac-
tories. He fled the country while on temporary release.

Hajipour, a plumber and electrician, left after being
beaten by police on the street for wearing shorts. “I
think sanctions, the economic situation on Iran, and
mixing religion with politics are the main reasons why
people are leaving the country,” he said. He hoped
eventually to bring his family to Britain, including his
7-year-old daughter. “She will not have a bright future
in Iran,” Hajipour said.

Dead end
Other Iranian asylum seekers in Europe and Turkey

told Reuters they decided to leave Iran after giving up
hope in the face of growing economic and political
difficulties. Last summer, US President Donald Trump
pulled out of an international agreement to restrict
Tehran’s nuclear program, imposing sanctions that
caused prices to soar in Iran. In 2018, more than
21,000 Iranians left the country to seek asylum in
Europe, Turkey, the United States, Canada and
Australia, United Nations figures show.

Iran’s Armed Forces Chief of Staff, Major General
Mohammad Baqeri, said: “Foreign enemies are encour-
aging young people to leave Iran and turn their backs
on the values of the Islamic Revolution, persuading
people that resisting superpowers will lead to war.” In
the third quarter of 2018, the number of Iranian asylum
seekers in Britain increased more than 30 percent from
the previous year. The Home Office said most asylum
applicants last year came from Iran.

“Here and maybe in other countries, there are more
Iranian refugees than Syrians,” Gholami said. “The sit-
uation in Iran is worse than a country at war.
Especially recently, because of the country’s nuclear
ambitions, the economic situation has deteriorated and
I think there will be a new wave of Iranian economic
refugees,” he said.

A 37-year-old Iranian, who asked not to be named
because he feared for the safety of his family in Iran,
said he sold his house to come to Britain. “I never
dreamed of coming to Europe. I had a decent life in
Iran, a car, a small factory with workers.” He said he
felt humiliated queuing for food in Liverpool, where
he receives £35 a week from the British government.
But a bus ride in the city costs £2.50 and he has to
pay more than £30 for an Internet connection on his
phone to talk to his family back home. There, a work-
er earns only enough in a day to buy half a kilo of
meat. “Because of sanctions, people are at a dead
end,” he said.

Economic hardship might have triggered an exodus
from Iran, but Roya Kashefi of the Association of
Iranian Researchers believes Iranian refugees should
be considered political, not economic migrants.
“Iranian asylum seekers are mostly middle class and
educated. Some are affluent enough to pay $16,000 to
human traffickers,” said Kashefi who works with the
Home Office on Iranian asylum seekers. — Reuters

Adiehard environmentalist and head of a polluting
company walk into a conference center... The
World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos is one of

the few places where environmental activists attend the
same events as the private jet crowd, and get a chance to
try to convince them to change their ways face-to-face.
To come or not to come to the swanky forum in the
Swiss Alps? That is the question that Greenpeace asks
itself each year. Coming is “not for us a given, because
this is a group of elites who have gotten us into the lot of
messes that we have around the world right now,” the
environmental organization’s executive director Jennifer
Morgan told AFP.

Last year, US President Donald Trump came to
address the WEF just months after announcing he would
abandon the Paris climate agreement. This year, Brazil’s
new far-right leader Jair Bolsonaro - another climate
skeptic - headlined the event, to the chagrin of NGOs
who have warned about the impact his economic devel-
opment projects will have on the Amazon rain forest and
indigenous peoples.

Despite her misgivings, Morgan is attending this
year’s event alongside the likes of chimpanzee expert
Jane Goodall, veteran wildlife documentary maker David
Attenborough and former US vice president Al Gore.
They have their work cut out for them: From the oil
industry to the agrifood business, there are plenty of
executives walking the WEF halls who have yet to be
fully convinced of the merits of converting to renewable
energy and alternatives to plastic.

But although the Davos elite told a WEF survey that
they are more worried than ever about climate change,
selling them on shifting to a more environmentally
friendly approach may not be easy, judging from the
record number of private jets chartered for this year’s
event. The company Air Charter Service forecast nearly
1,500 private jet flights over the week to airports near
the ski resort. That is up from more than 1,300 aircraft
movements seen at last year’s forum, indicating the con-
venience of flying privately continues to outweigh any
concerns about the outsized carbon footprint it involves.

Please walk 
The WEF meanwhile is trying hard to “green” its

annual event, providing electric limousines to trans-
port many of the big names between events, while it
strongly recommends that others bundle up and brave
the icy streets on foot. All plastic straws have been
banned, plates are made of recyclable cardboard and
soda bottles are all in recyclable glass. “The Forum is
committed to reducing and compensating for the
event’s carbon footprint,” read signs sprinkled around
the conference area.

WEF organizers insist they are making the annual
forum environmentally sustainable, offsetting the carbon
emissions generated by private aviation as much as pos-
sible through their own initiatives on the ground. And the
program is full of sessions with titles like “Plastic pollu-
tion:  an end in sight?” alongside a screening of
Attenborough’s documentary “Our Planet”.

After years of lobbying, the message is starting to
sink in, according to Marco Labertini, head of environ-
mental group WWF. “I think many this year who are
coming to Davos understand that the conservation of the
environment ... is not any more a nice-to-do or a nice-
to-have thing, it’s actually fundamental for the sustain-
ability of their business,” he told AFP. “Climate change,
extreme weather, floods, drought, crop failures, over-
fishing, deforestation, are all issues that are affecting
their bottom lines, their businesses.”

Some executives are sold on the message. “I think all
businesses should start doing something,” Ken Allen,
head of DHL Express, said following a screening of “Our
Planet”, where dramatic images of icebergs high as sky-
scrapers crashing into the sea left many visibly shaken.
“Nothing can change without legislation, but it should
start with us,” he said, before heading off to a meeting
with an expert on alternatives to plastic.

‘Double-speak’ 
Bolsonaro meanwhile told the crowd he believed

environmental and development policy issues “should go
hand-in-hand”. Greenpeace’s Morgan was not con-
vinced. “There is a lot of double-speak going on,” she
said. If the WEF really wants to make a difference, she
said, they should “get all the energy guys” around the
table to discuss “how you decarbonize”. “That’s not hap-
pening here, and it’s at best a lost opportunity and at
worse a lack of taking responsibility for the problem that
this group has caused for the world.” — AFP 

Jet-setting Davos elite frets about climate
Former US vice president Al Gore delivers a speech at the World Economic Forum (WEF) on Tuesday in Davos. — AFP 

US airlines tap 
army copter pilots 
to ease shortage

US Army pilot Shaun Perez spent ten hours flying an
Apache helicopter over Afghanistan, providing gun
cover for Special Forces soldiers on the ground as

they hunted for high-value targets, guns and weapons.
Returning to his base at dawn, he donned a fresh uniform
before shutting himself into a small room to secure the
next stage of his career - as a commercial airline pilot.

He would win the job in a video interview that day in
Aug 2017, joining hundreds of other US military helicopter
pilots who have taken attractive offers from domestic air-
lines trying ease a global pilot shortage. Perez took advan-
tage of one of the tightest labor markets in the United
States, created by years of slow hiring, a wave of pending
retirements at major US airlines, and Federal Aviation
Administration rules that in 2013 increased the number of
required training hours from 250 to 1,500.

The industry’s aggressive recruitment of military heli-
copter pilots is one of the most striking examples yet of
the contortions required to quickly train new commercial
aviators since the FAA increased the minimum flying
requirement. The pilot shortage threatens the industry’s
growth just as travel demand booms. Airlines have been
forced to more than double starting salaries to $54,000,
excluding bonuses, in 2018 from $21,000 a decade ago,
according to aviation consultant Kit Darby. 

Perez, 38, now flies under the banner of United Express,
the regional branch of United Airlines, at a strong starting
salary with his training costs covered. Ten US regional car-
riers are offering helicopter pilots like Perez up to
$50,000 to pay for commercial airplane training, and in
some cases additional signing bonuses, according to a sur-
vey by Reuters. “This is the first time that the industry is
committing direct funds, basically a subsidy, to get that
training quickly,” said Bryan Simmons, president of Coast
Flight Training, which pioneered the so-called rotor transi-
tion program for helicopter pilots with American Airlines
Group Inc’s regional subsidiary, Envoy, in San Diego.

Perez was offered $38,000 by Trans State Airlines for
training that cost him $20,000. He got to keep the differ-
ence, and within months of leaving Afghanistan, was flying
a 50-seater regional passenger jet. He said he is taking
home about $3,200 a month with the prospect of earning
far more once he moves up to a large US carrier. “Even if
you had to pay $100,000 for training, you’re going into a
field where you know you’re going to make that money
back and more,” Perez said.

Regional airlines’ helicopter transition programs offer
flow-through agreements with mainline carriers, providing
new pilots an interview - and in some cases, a job - with a

major within a few years. To fly a multi-engine passenger
jet - which can travel about five times faster than helicop-
ters and has more complex control panels - helicopter vet-
erans need to complete fixed-wing FAA ratings and
required flight time. The transition feels natural to Perez.
“We took multiple ground fire; we had hard missions,” he
said. “But once we step into that (airline) cockpit, we’re
humble and we work hard.”

Clever workaround
A key reason airlines are chasing military pilots is

because the new FAA training rules only require them to
have 750 hours of additional training, half the 1,500
required of civilians seeking a commercial pilot license.
Military helicopter pilots from the military only need addi-
tional training in flying fixed-wing aircraft, which takes
about 90 days. For civilians, obtaining a commercial pilot
license can take years and cost more than $100,000.

“We’ve stumbled upon the quickest solution to the pilot
shortage,” said Erik Sabiston, an Army veteran turned
commercial pilot who founded Rotary to Airline Group in
Dec. 2017 to help helicopter, or rotor, pilots make the tran-
sition to passenger jets. The not-for-profit group, with
more than 7,000 pilots and mechanics, also assists airlines
in designing rotor transition programs.

American Airlines’ regional carrier Envoy said more
than a quarter of its 701 new pilots in 2018 came from mil-
itary helicopters, compared with 11 percent in 2017 and 5
percent in 2016. It plans to hire 626 pilots in 2019, with
about a quarter of those expected to come through its
rotor program. “It’s an untapped pool of pilots that hadn’t
been brought to anyone’s attention before,” Envoy pilot
recruiter Megan Liotta said.

Former military helicopter pilots generally adapt quick-
ly to the differences in a jet’s speed and controls and have
a higher success rate in landing jobs than other aspiring
aviators, recruiters said. “They come from an environment
that has trained them to think on their feet and be very
adaptable,” said David Tatum, director of pilot recruitment
for American.

For former military pilots, the surge in interest from air-
lines helps replace the shrinking number of jobs flying hel-
icopters to offshore oil rigs. A Envoy pilot hired today
makes about $60,000 or more in their first year as a first
officer. They can expect to upgrade to captain, at a higher
pay scale, within two years before moving on to No. 1 US
carrier American within six years, the company said. Top-
end salaries at American surpass $300,000.

As regional airlines pay more to attract and retain
pilots, their services are becoming more expensive for
major national airlines that have increasingly used the
regionals for domestic routes to cut costs. Under those
contracts, called capacity purchase agreements, labor
costs are factored into the prices that the mainline carriers
pay the regionals for their service. “Their cost saving
method is losing a bit of steam,” said Andrew Watterson,
chief revenue officer for Southwest Airlines Co, which does
not partner with regional carriers. — Reuters

Today we celebrate the first International Day of
Education.  Education transforms lives. As United
Nations Messenger of Peace Malala Yousafzai

once said: “one child, one teacher, one book and one
pen can change the world”. Nelson Mandela rightly
called education “the most powerful weapon which you
can use to change the world.” 

Long before I served at the United Nations or held
public office in my own country, I was a teacher. In the
slums of Lisbon, I saw that education is an engine for
poverty eradication and a force for peace. Today, edu-
cation is at the heart of the Sustainable Development
Goals. We need education to reduce inequalities and
improve health. We need education to achieve gender
equality and eliminate child marriage. We need educa-
tion to protect our planet’s resources. And we need
education to fight hate speech, xenophobia and intoler-
ance, and to nurture global citizenship.

Yet at least 262 million children, adolescents and
youth are out of school, most of them girls.  Millions
more who attend school are not mastering the basics.
This is a violation of their human right to education.
The world cannot afford a generation of children and
young people who lack the skills they need to compete
in the 21st century economy, nor can we afford to leave
behind half of humanity.

We must do far more to advance Sustainable
Development Goal 4, to ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and promote lifelong learning oppor-
tunities for all. Education can also break and reverse
cycles of intergenerational poverty. Studies show that if
all girls and boys complete secondary education, 420
million people could be lifted out of poverty. Let us pri-
oritize education as a public good; support it with
cooperation, partnerships and funding; and recognize
that leaving no one behind starts with education.

Message on Int’l 
Day of Education 

By Antonio Guterres
UN Secretary-General

Op-Ed 


